
Market Corner
Asian stocks were steady and U.S. equity futures climbed Thursday, shrugging off a weak Wall Street close amid
questions about how much of a threat the omicron coronavirus strain really poses.

MSCI Inc.’s Asia-Pacific gauge fluctuated, while S&P 500 and Nasdaq 100 contracts rose. The World Health Organization
said vaccines will likely protect against severe cases of the variant and Australia’s chief medical officer said there’s no
indication the variant is deadlier than other strains. European contracts declined.

In Hong Kong, an index of Chinese technology shares retreated amid Beijing’s plan to close a loophole used by tech firms
to list abroad. Some suppliers to Apple Inc. slid on a report that the firm informed component suppliers of weakening
demand for the iPhone 13 lineup.

American markets Wednesday were buffeted by the first confirmed U.S. case of omicron and Federal Reserve Chair
Jerome Powell’s reiteration that officials should consider a faster reduction of monetary stimulus amid high inflation.
But the mood was better in Asian hours: Treasuries fell, the dollar was little changed, and the yen declined and crude oil
advanced. Meanwhile, Turkey’s lira weakened after President Recep Tayyip Erdogan abruptly replaced his finance
minister.

Investors are braced for volatility to continue through December, stirred by tightening central bank policies to fight
inflation just as the omicron variant threatens to impede the pandemic recovery. Many questions about the strain
remain unanswered.
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Crypto Corner
Ethereum price is up more than 16% for the week, reflecting a resurgence of buying pressure despite the last three
weeks of uncertainty. Point and Figure Analysis indicates a bullish entry opportunity is present. The outperformance of
Bitcoin is likely to be sustained.

Bitcoin briefly dropped below $57,000 during U.S. trading hours on Wednesday after news broke that health officials in
the country confirmed the first case of the new coronavirus variant, Omicron, in California. At the time of publication, the
largest cryptocurrency by market capitalization was trading just above $57,000 but still down for the day.

The drop wiped out bitcoin’s earlier gains when it increased above $59,000 from a low at roughly $55,920 a day ago.

Crypto Market Cap: $2.60T 24h Vol: $124.1B Dominance: BTC: 41.1% ETH: 20.8%
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Bitcoin 56 629.16       Ethereum 4 561.60          

Support Resistance Support Resistance

55 298.09       61 736.00       4 473.55           5 339.33          

51 083.31       63 959.13       3 762.73           5 494.29          

1 072 777 733 630.00$              

Market Cap

538 907 878 354.00$                   

Circulating Supply (BTC) Circulating Supply (ETH)

18 888 731.00                              118 572 664.00                             

Market Cap
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Commodity Corner
Gold prices eased on Thursday as investors bet the U.S. Federal Reserve would taper its bond purchases faster to tackle
surging inflation despite economic recovery concerns amid the new Omicron coronavirus variant.

Spot gold fell 0.3% to $1,777.87 per ounce by 06:39 GMT.
Spot silver rose 0.5% to $22.42 an ounce.
Platinum gained 0.7% to $940.09.
Palladium increased 0.5% to $1,756.46. But the metal has failed to recover from last week's steep sell-off and continued
to trade below gold for the first time since August 2019.

Oil prices rose on Thursday, recouping the previous day's losses, as investors adjusted positions ahead of an OPEC+
decision over supply policy, but gains were capped amid fears the Omicron coronavirus variant will hurt fuel demand.
Brent crude futures rose 85 cents, or 1.2%, to $69.72 by 04:02 GMT, having eased 0.5% in the previous session.
U.S. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures gained 85 cents, or 1.3%, to $66.42 a barrel, after a 0.9% drop on
Wednesday.

Global oil prices have lost more than $10 a barrel since last Thursday, when news of Omicron shook investors.
The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and its allies, together known as OPEC+, will likely decide on
Thursday whether to release more oil into the market as previously planned or restrain supply.
Since August, the group has been adding an additional 400,000 barrels per day (bpd) of output to global supply each
month, as it gradually winds down record cuts agreed in 2020.The new variant, though, has complicated the decision-
making process, with some observers speculating OPEC+ could pause those additions in January in an attempt to slow
supply growth.
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Gold 1775.60 Silver 22.39

Support Resistance Support Resistance

1695 1797 19.82 22.83

1681 1885 19.48 25.50

Oil - WTI 66.80 Nat Gas (HH) 4.1270

Copper 4.2500 Baltic Dry Ind. 3047.00

Corn 573.50 Wheat 779.50

Soybean 1227.50 Arabica Coffee 233.25

Cotton 104.51 Sugar 18.60



FX Corner
Foreign-exchange market volatility hovered near a nine-month peak on Thursday as traders weighed the risks posed by
a more hawkish Federal Reserve amid ongoing uncertainty about the threat from Omicron.
Markets lacked direction in Asian trading hours, with the safe-haven yen retracing a little of its recent strong gains, but
the risk-sensitive Australian dollar weakening back toward the nearly 13-month trough touched earlier this week.
The battered British pound regained some composure following a slide to an 11-month low, but the South African rand
was little changed after plunging 1% on Wednesday.
The U.S. dollar stabilized, helped by a rebound in benchmark Treasury yields from a more-than-two-month trough.

The 10-year Treasury yield dipped to a two-month low at 1.4020% on Wednesday, before rising to 1.4409% in Asian
trading on Thursday.
That tick up in yields helped the dollar to stabilize from recent declines.
The dollar index, which measures the currency against six major peers, edged 0.01% higher to 96.059, consolidating in
the middle of its range over the past two weeks, when it bounced between a 17-month high and an 11-day low.
Against Japan's currency, the U.S. dollar rallied 0.29% to 113.08 yen, recovering from Tuesday's low of 112.535, a level
not seen since Oct. 11.
The euro was steady at $1.1316.
Sterling, often considered a risk-on currency, added 0.12% to $1.32855. It plunged to a near one-year low of $1.31945 on
Tuesday.
The Aussie slipped 0.13% to $0.70985, easing back toward Tuesday's low of $0.7063, its weakest since early November
of last year.
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EURUSD 1.1320 GBPUSD 1.3289 AUDUSD 0.7105

Support Resistance Support Resistance Support Resistance

1.1271 1.1469 1.3079 1.3399 0.6953 0.7185

1.1128 1.1524 1.2976 1.3616 0.6891 0.7355

1.0986 1.1580 1.2873 1.3833 0.6829 0.7525

EURCHF 1.0419 USDJPY 113.1700  USDCAD 1.2785

Support Resistance Support Resistance Support Resistance

1.0307 1.0447 110.50 113.49 1.2733 1.2990

1.0277 1.0557 110.02 116.00 1.2528 1.3042

1.0248 1.0668 109.53 118.50 1.2323 1.3094

USDCHF 0.9204 EURJPY 128.1400  USDTRY 13.4667

Support Resistance Support Resistance Support Resistance

0.9020 0.9237 126.01 128.52 12.4671 15.9247

0.8980 0.9414 125.48 130.50 9.7118 16.6270

0.8939 0.9590 124.96 132.49 6.9564 17.3292



Event Corner
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Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Actual Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

2 déc 2021 06:00 Japan Consumer Confid. Index Nov 39.2

2 déc 2021 08:30 Switzerland Retail Sales YY Oct 2.5%

2 déc 2021 10:00 Italy Unemployment Rate Oct 9.1% 9.2% 9.07% -0.03%

2 déc 2021 13:30 United States Challenger Layoffs Nov 22.822k

2 déc 2021 14:30 United States Initial Jobless Clm 27 Nov, w/e 240k 199k 241.8k 1.8k

2 déc 2021 14:30 United States Jobless Clm 4Wk Avg 27 Nov, w/e 252.25k

2 déc 2021 14:30 United States Cont Jobless Clm 20 Nov, w/e 2.000M 2.049M 2.0097M 0.0097M


